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TDS
Colour/Type

Colourless / Multi Lube

Areas of usage:

In workshops, cars, caravans, motorcycles, bicycles,
home applications, tools, etc.

Environment:

Please check local requirements and MSDS

Packaging:

400ml Aerosol

PPE:

Avoid skin contact. Refer to MSDS

Storage:
Prevent

N/A

Surface prep:

None

Equipment needed:

None

Tests:

ISO9001. (For further information contact Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd)

Applying/Drying

Spray on the parts to be treated

Origin/Manufacture:

Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd
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Useful Information
How to optimise the use of MPEX® Multi Lube
Applications:
MPEX® Multi Lube is a multifunctional product to clean, protect and to lubricate. Additionally it
has excellent water resistant and penetrating characteristics. This multi purpose product sticks
to any surface and does not affect lacquer. Rapidly loosening locked, rust or corroded parts with
its effective penetrating power, effectively cleaning parts from dirt, grime and grease. Lubricates
treated parts and protects against rust and corrosion, additionally removing humidity from locks,
ignitions and treated parts. MPEX® Multi Lube is resistant to hot, cold and salt water and does not
affect rubber, plastics or paint.
Method of use:
Shake well before use. Spray on the parts to be treated. For loosening parts and removing
humidity: allow to set a few minutes. If parts remain locked, repeat the operation.
Dosage:
To be used whenever required.

IMPORTANT
MPEX® Are manufactured by Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd. MPEX® products information are based on laboratory tests and practical
experience. Since the conditions under which the product is used are often outside the control of Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd,
we can only guarantee the product quality, since the result is dependent on the substrate, pre-treatment, temperature, air humidity,
application etc. Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd reserves the right, without notice to change the product and the given data.
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